Abstract. Rolewicz raised the question in [5] as to whether there existed a separable F-space X0 such that any other separable F-space Y is the image of A"0 under a continuous linear operator. This can be equivalently phrased as the question [5, Problem II.4.3, p. 47]: Does there exist a separable F-space universal for all separable F-spaces with respect to linear codimension? Theorem 1 proves the existence of such a separable F-space. Theorem 2 generalizes this idea to larger cardinals.
1. Introduction. A metric linear space X is called an F-space if X has a complete metric p with the property that p(x + z, y + z) = p(x, y) for all x, y, z EX. Such a metric, p, is said to be invariant. By a theorem of Kakutani [5, Theorem 1.1.1, p. 12], every metric linear space has an invariant metric. By a theorem of Klee [5,1.4.3, p. 24 ] if A' is a topologically complete metric linear space then an invariant metric for the topology on A1 is a complete metric on X.
Let A be a set of cardinality N. The space /,(«) is defined to be the set of all real functions r = {rx} defined on the set A with at most a countable number of nonzero elements and with 2A|/\| < °o. The norm on /,(«) is ||r|| = 2A|/\|.
Schauder proved the following theorem: Ildoiú(üi),ro(¡))<2dj(r;,rJ). i=i y=i
Now, given e > 0, choose NQ so that 2" +il/2" < e/4. Next, find each index of the form o(i) such that a(i) < N0. Call these indices kx = a(ix), . . . , kt = a(it). Then, given e/2NQ, pick a ô where 0 < 8 < e/4 such that F^sj) < e/2N0 whenever dk(r, 0) < 8, j = 1, 2, . . . , t. Now, given S > 0, pick Nx > N0 such that 2J1 ,(>/, /)) < <5 whenever « > TV,. Then for « > TV,, To see that {rj} E 2/^R, df) note that
Thus, since da(ß(k))(rß(k), 0) = fa(/Hk))(h(rß(k))),
Therefore, 2 dj(rj, 0) = 2 d^ßik)){rßW, 0) y-i
Clearly, A({rj}) = 2£L1/"/8(/t)x/8W = y. Hence A is surjective. Thus A has all the properties required, and 2 / (R, d) satisfies the conditions of the theorem. □ Theorem 2. Given an infinite cardinal number X > 2"°, there is an F-space of weight X universal with respect to linear codimension for all F-spaces of weight less than or equal to X.
Proof. Let H (I) be as in Theorem 1. Then the cardinality of H (I) is 2"°.
Let {g,},eR be an enumeration of the elements of H (I). Also, the cardinality of (0, 1] is 2"° as well. Let {/,},eR be a new enumeration containing 2"°e lements obtained by replacing each gt by the 2"° elements {rg,}r(E(p X].
Then each /, induces an invariant, strictly monotone metric on R defined by d,(r, s) = f,(h(\r -s\)) just as in Theorem 1. Note that dt is bounded by one. This gives all possible metrics on R with these properties. Now, let IIA6ARA be the cartesian product of N copies of R. Here, the cardinality of A is x. Define 2 (R,dt) = \{xtX) e n ( TI Ra)|{4(*,a.O)} e /,(* with the obvious metric. The argument now proceeds as in the separable case. Each M¡ is homeomorphic to /,(k) and this implies 2/ (K)(R, j,|| ||/(1 + || ||)) is homeomorphic to /,(n). D
